Introduction: For Power line communication, power
cables such as VVF cable is used as 2M to 30MHz high frequency transmission line. The cables are not designed and installed for such high frequency PLC signal. There are many branches without termination resistance. Many reflections at impedance mismatch points cause resonances and standing waves, which is one of the reasons of undesirable radio wave leakage of PLC signal. In order to calculate resonance frequency, the length of cable and speed of signal are the most important factors. The speed of signal is usually calculated by the light speed 300,000km/s divided by root-square of relative dielectric constant ε s of insulator.
Relative Dielectric Constant:
This paper describes a calculation method and result of equivalent ε s of typical VVF cable shown in Fig.1 (a) . If the insulator of VVF cable is Polyvinyl Chloride (ε s=3) and there is air (ε s=1) outside of cable, the equivalent ε s of VVF cable should be between 1 and 3.
Because the cross section of VVF cable insulator is not symmetric, thickness of insulator from the center of conductor is not constant and the boundary condition is different around it. Therefore it is difficult to calculate equivalent ε s of VVF cable by solving equations. Finite element method which calculate electric field around the cable may calculate ε s directly, but this paper proposed numerical method which can analyze electro magnetic phenomena and understand the meaning and effect of ε s step by step.
3. Numerical Calculation of ε s: Fig.1 (b) shows the cross section of a pair of conductor. The field line is vertical to the surface of the conductor and vertical to Y-axes then it becomes a part of circle. Fig.2 (a) shows the field lines 10 degree-step of the radius of the conductor. By drawing such lines, you can see that origin of field lines is not the center of conductor but is closer to Y-axes like a focus point. This is because plus and minus electric charge of each conductor attracts each other then origins are shifted to O point slightly. Because the field lines are a part of circle with different radius, it is possible to calculate the x and y position on the circle. Electric field E(x,y) which is the sum of calculated electric field by the charge at conductors. Fig.2 (b) shows magnitude of E(x,y) along the circle with and without insulator, where X-axis is the distance from the center of the conductor along the circle. The insulator exists between 0.8mm and 3.0mm in this case. The electric field is 1/3 if ε s of the insulator is 3. The electric field with insulator, the line with dots, changed sharply at 3.0mm that is the surface of insulator. At first the integral E(x,y) from 0.8mm point to Y-axes without insulator is calculated. The integral of E(x,y) with insulator is calculated such that the value becomes the same one without insulator because the voltage is an integral of electric field. The top line of Fig.3 shows the calculated equivalent ε s of each field lines 5 degree-step where X-axis is the angle θ. If field lines exist only inside the insulator (θ >1.5), ε s is 3. If field lines exist both insulator and air (0<θ <1.5), ε s is around 1.5 to 2.7. The middle line shows the electrical field at the surface of the conductor (0.8mm) with insulator, and the lower line shows the same one without insulator. The total difference between the integral of the middle line and the lower line is equivalent to ε s of VVF cable. The equivalent ε s of VVF cable is calculated 2.62 if the ε s of insulator is 3, or 13% less than the ε s of insulator itself.
Experiment:
The transmission delay of 10m VVF cable was measured experimentally. The reflection pulse delay was 114nsec, which is equivalent to ε s=2.95. Such measurement is very reliable compare to measure the ε s of insulator itself. We considered that the ε s of the measured VVF cable insulator was not 3 but about 3.4. A reference document of plastic said that ε s of Polyvinyl Chloride is so wide and 3.4 is a possible value.
Conclusion:
The calculation result of equivalent ε s of VVF cable is about 13% less than ε s of insulator, and transmission speed is 7 % faster. This difference can be an error of cable simulation vs. experiment. All calculation here was done using EXCEL and the physical phenomena could be analyzed easily by drawing appropriate graphs step by step. Angle β in Fig.5 to calculate electric field Position P(x,y) calculation in Fig.5 ΔS between the consecutive P(x,y) in Fig.10 Electric field Ex and Ey from the two conductors Total of electric field E(β) in Fig.5 M ultip ly E(β) and ΔS shown in Fig.10 The voltage between the conductor and Y axis. 
